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The Citadel
“A totally new and original work that stretches his talents to their fullest . . . welcome back,
champ!”—The Detroit News In the twenty-third century pioneers have escaped the crowded
earth for life in self-sustaining orbital colonies. One of the colonies, Rotor, has broken away
from the solar system to create its own renegade utopia around an unknown red star two lightyears from Earth: a star named Nemesis. Now a fifteen-year-old Rotorian girl has learned of
the dire threat that nemesis poses to Earth’s people—but she is prevented from warning them.
Soon she will realize that Nemesis endangers Rotor as well. And so it will be up to her alone to
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save both Earth and Rotor as—drawn inexorably by Nemesis, the death star—they hurtle toward
certain disaster.

The Robots of Dawn
An old woman locked away in a Russian asylum has a secret-knowledge of a 500-year-old
manuscript written by a long-dead alchemist that will show a passage to the mythical center of
the Earth.She knows it's real because 50 years ago, she and a team traveled there. And only
she made it back. Today, caving specialist Mike Monroe leads a crew into the world's deepest
cave in the former Soviet Union. He's following the path of a mad woman, and the words of an
ancient Russian alchemist, that were the basis of the fantastical tale by Jules Verne.But what
horrifying things he finds will tear at his sanity and change everything we know about evolution
and the world, forever.In the tradition of Primordia, Greig Beck delivers another epic retelling of
a classic story in an electrifying and terrifying adventure that transcends the imagination."Down
there, beyond the deepest caves, below the crust and the mantle, there is another world."

The Caves of Steel
Extraterrestrial Civilizations
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Traveling to the New World in 1606 as the page to Captain John Smith, twelve-year-old orphan
Samuel Collier settles in the new colony of James Town, where he must quickly learn to
distinguish between friend and foe. Reprint.

Pacific Ocean Park
The development of robot technology to a state of perfection by future civilizations is explored
in nine science fiction stories.

Isaac Asimov's I, Robot: To Preserve
The first volume of the autobiography of a prominent scientist and prolific author, covering the
first thirty-four years of his life.

Robotics
In this novel authorized by the estate of Isaac Asimov, a resident at a Manhattan teaching
hospital in 2035 is ignored by her superiors when she notices an ominous chain of events in
patients who have been injected with nanobots. 50,000 first printing.

Out of the Dark
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Dominic Flandry had a great future ahead of him as saviour of the civilised universe. In later
years his talent for swift, decisive action would give him an intergalactic reputation. But at the
age of nineteen and straight out of naval academy, he was just another raw ensign. The mighty
Merseian Empire had sworn to wipe the Earth from the face of the universe. The attack had
already been launched, but no one knew how or where the ravening power of the savage
green skinned aliens would strike. Only Ensign Flandry had the answer, in the form of a code
which he might - or might not - be able to decipher. And so the Merseians were coming after
Flandry with every weapon in their terrible arsenal. And just to make things worse, Earth's own
armadas were after him too - for desertion, high treason and other assorted crimes. Even for a
future saviour, times were looking pretty tough.

The Wacky Winter Wonderland!
Robots & Muder
Science fiction-noveller.

The Rest of the Robots
Robot Dreams spans the body of Asimov's fiction from the 1940s to the mid-80s, and features
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classic Asimovian themes, from the scientific puzzle to the extraterrestrial thriller, all introduced
in an exclusive essay written especially for this collection.

I, Robot
At the start of the Cold War, the greatest threat to America wasn't the Russians and the
looming Communist threat. Rather, it was an elite organization bent on world domination, a
group so powerful only nuclear weapons could safeguard against them. The CIA knew what
these men were capable of, and in a last ditch attempt to protect America against them, they
built two high–security arsenals deep within the earth––one declassified in the Nevada desert,
and one heavily under wraps in Antarctica. For over 50 years, no one spoke of The Citadel, the
fortress deep under the ice in Antarctica that held the most powerful weapon known to
man––until the Organization returned, hellbent on destruction. Captain Jim Vaughn is a
government agent known for performing missions no one else wants. So when an old
colleague approaches him with an assignment, he can't refuse––even if the mission has been
set in motion by a dead man's letter, found in Antarctica and dated 1949. The Citadel has been
cracked, and the only man who can safeguard it is Vaughn. Nothing short of the fate of
mankind rests on his shoulders.

Galaxy's Isaac Asimov Collection Volume 1
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David clawed his way out of the streets; he did whatever it took to get to the top, but he didn't
know it could cost him his life.

Ensign Flandry
On the technological, decadent world of Proton, someone was trying to destroy Stile, serf and
master Gamesman. His only escape lay through a mysterious “curtain” revealed by a loving
robot. Beyond the curtain lay Phaze—a world totally ruled by magic. There, his first encounter
was with an amulet that turned into a demon determined to choke him to death. And there, he
soon learned, his alternate self had already been murdered by sorcery, and he was due to be
the next victim. “Know thyself!” the infallible Oracle told him. But first he must save himself as
he shuttled between worlds. On Proton, his fate depended on winning the great Games. On
Phaze, he could survive only by mastering magic. And if he used any magic at all, the werewolf
and the unicorn who were his only friends were determined to kill him at once!

Robots and Empire
FIRST TIME IN PAPERBACK. LATEST ENTRY IN THE NEW YORK TIMES BEST-SELLING
MONSTER HUNTER INTERNATIONAL SERIES. REVENGE IS A MOTHER When Owen Pitt
and the rest of the Monster Hunter International crew are called away to mount a months-long
rescue mission in a monster-infested nightmare dimension, Julie Shackleford—Owen’s wife
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and descendant of MHI founder Bubba Shackleford—is left behind. Her task: hold down the fort
and take care of her new baby son, Ray. But then a routine field call brings her face-to-face
with an unspeakable evil calling itself Brother Death. Julie is the Guardian of a powerful ancient
artifact known as the Kamaresh Yar, and Brother Death longs for it. In the wrong hands, it
could destroy reality as we know it. Julie would die before giving it up. Then little Ray goes
missing, taken by Brother Death. The price for his safe return? The Kamaresh Yar. To reclaim
her son, Julie Shackleford must fight her way through necromantic death cults, child-stealing
monsters, and worse. And she’ll have to do it all before Brother Death can unleash the
Kamaresh Yar. It may be one woman against an army of monsters, but Julie Shackleford is no
ordinary woman—she’s maybe the toughest mother on the planet! About Monster Hunter
Guardian: “Once you open the cover, be prepared for an evening to disappear like a werewolf
with a portal ring.”—New York Journal of Books About Larry Correia and the Monster Hunter
International series: “[E]verything I like in fantasy: intense action scenes, evil in horrifying
array, good struggling against the darkness, and most of all people—gorgeously flawed human
beings faced with horrible moral choices that force them to question and change and grow.”
—Jim Butcher “[A] no-holds-barred all-out page turner that is part science fiction, part horror,
and an absolute blast to read.” —Bookreporter.com “If you love monsters and action, you’ll
love this book. If you love guns, you’ll love this book. If you love fantasy, and especially horror
fantasy, you’ll love this book.” —Knotclan.com “A gun person who likes science fiction—or,
heck, anyone who likes science fiction—will enjoy [these books] . . . The plotting is excellent,
and Correia makes you care about the characters . . . I read both books without putting them
down except for work . . . so whaddaya waitin’ for? Go and buy some . . . for yourself and for
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stocking stuffers.” —Massad Ayoob “This lighthearted, testosterone-soaked sequel to 2009's
Monster Hunter International will delight fans of action horror with elaborate weaponry, hand-tohand combat, disgusting monsters, and an endless stream of blood and body parts.”
—Publishers Weekly on Monster Hunter Vendetta About Sarah A. Hoyt: “[Three Musketeers
creator] Alexandre Dumas would give [Sarah A. Hoyt] a thumbs up.” —Steve Forbes “[F]anciful
and charming.” —Library Journal "First-rate space opera with a moral lesson. You won't be
disappointed." —Glenn Reynolds, Instapundit.com “[A] tour de force: logical, built from
assumptions with no contradictions . . . gripping.” —Jerry Pournelle “Exceptional, wonderful,
and enormously entertaining.” —Booklist

Never Die Alone
MDP Publishing has compiled a collection of 6 Novels, novelettes, novellas and short stories
from prolific Science Fiction icon Isaac Asimov. These stories were originally published by
Galaxy Science Fiction Magazine in the early 1950's. Stories include the 3 part full length novel
Tyrann, as well as Hostess, The C-Chute, Darwinian Pool Room, The Martian Way and The
Deep. With over 350+ electronic pages and all of the originally artwork from each issue of
Galaxy, you can experience these stories the same way science fiction fans from the 1950's
did! Look for more editions of MDP'sGalaxy's Science Fiction series, available now at eretailers worldwide.
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Isaac Asimov's Robot City
Isaac Asimov's Foundation Trilogy is one of the highwater marks of science fiction.The
monumental story of a Galactic Empire in decline and a secret society of scientists who seek to
shorten the coming Dark Age with tools of Psychohistory, Foundation pioneered many themes
of modern science fiction.Now, with the approval of the Asimov estate, three of today's most
acclaimed authors have completed the epic the Grand Master left unfinished. The Second
Foundation Trilogy begins with Gregory Benford's Foundation's Fear, telling the origins of Hari
Seldon, the Foundation's creator. Greg Bear's Foundation and Chaos relates the epic tale of
Seldon's downfall and the first stirrings of robotic rebellion. Now, in David Brin's Foundation's
Triumph, Seldon is about to escape exile and risk everything for one final quest-a search for
knowledge and the power it bestows. The outcome of this final journey may secure
humankind's future-or witness its final downfall

The Positronic Man
Six classic science fiction stories and commentary that illustrate and explain key algorithms or
principles of artificial intelligence. This book presents six classic science fiction stories and
commentary that illustrate and explain key algorithms or principles of artificial intelligence.
Even though all the stories were originally published before 1973, they help readers grapple
with two questions that stir debate even today: how are intelligent robots programmed? and
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what are the limits of autonomous robots? The stories—by Isaac Asimov, Vernor Vinge, Brian
Aldiss, and Philip K. Dick—cover telepresence, behavior-based robotics, deliberation, testing,
human-robot interaction, the “uncanny valley,” natural language understanding, machine
learning, and ethics. Each story is preceded by an introductory note, “As You Read the Story,”
and followed by a discussion of its implications, “After You Have Read the Story.” Together
with the commentary, the stories offer a nontechnical introduction to robotics. The stories can
also be considered as a set of—admittedly fanciful—case studies to be read in conjunction with
more serious study. Contents “Stranger in Paradise” by Isaac Asimov, 1973 “Runaround” by
Isaac Asimov, 1942 “Long Shot” by Vernor Vinge, 1972 “Catch That Rabbit” by Isaac Asimov,
1944 “Super-Toys Last All Summer Long” by Brian Aldiss, 1969 “Second Variety” by Philip K.
Dick, 1953

One Billion Years to the End of the World
Human detective Elijah Baley and his robot partner, Daneel Olivaw, solve two murders, and
other robots and people face the strange situations and challenges of living and working
together

The Robot Novels
Isaac Asimov concludes that we are not alone! Using the most up-to-date astronomical
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research as the backdrop for speculation, Asimov confronts the possibilities of other-worldly life
head-on in Extraterrestrial Civilizations. In what will surely become one of the most provocative
books ever written on the possibilities of life elsewhere in the universe, the incomparable Isaac
Asimov provides chilling, hopeful, and exciting new insights. Here is astounding speculation
about where the next giant step for mankind will take us. . . . Praise for Extraterrestrial
Civilizations “[Isaac] Asimov holds our attention as he builds a meticulous case. We are not
alone. It’s just a matter of time until we know for sure.”—Miami Herald "Intriguing"—Publishers
Weekly

To The Center Of The Earth
The third and final book in the Galactic Empire series, the spectacular precursor to the classic
Foundation series, by one of history’s most influential writers of science fiction, Isaac Asimov
After years of bitter struggle, Trantor had at last completed its work—its Galactic Empire ruled
all 200 million planets of the Galaxy . . . all but one. On a backward planet called Earth were
those who nurtured bitter dreams of a mythical, half-remembered past when the planet was
humanity’s only home. The other worlds despised it or merely patronized it—until a man from
the past miraculously stepped through a time fault that spanned a millennium, living proof of
Earth’s most preposterous claims. Joseph Schwartz was a happily retired Chicago tailor circa
1949. Trapped in an incredible future he could barely comprehend, the unlikely time traveler
would soon become a pawn in a desperate conspiracy to bring down the Empire in a twist of
agony and death—a mad plan to restore Earth’s tarnished glory by ending human life on every
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other world.

I, Robot
'A beautiful book' Ursula K. Le Guin This mordantly funny and provocative tale from Soviet
Russia's leading science fiction writers is the story of astrophysicist Dmitri Malianov. As he
reaches a major breakthrough, he finds himself plagued by interruptions, from a mysterious
crate of vodka to a glamorous woman on his doorstep. Is the Universe trying to tell him
something? 'On putting down one of their books, you feel a cold breeze still lifting the hairs on
the back of your neck' The New York Times

Nemesis
The launch of a new science fiction adventure series--by the New York Times-best selling
author of the Safehold series and the Honor Harrington series The Galactic Hegemony has
been around a long time, and it likes stability--the kind of stability that member species like the
aggressive, carnivorous Shongairi tend to disturb. So when the Hegemony Survey Force
encountered a world whose so-called "sentients"--"humans," they called themselves--were
almost as bad as the Shongairi themselves, it seemed reasonable to use the Shongairi to
neutralize them before they could become a second threat to galactic peace. And if the
Shongairi took a few knocks in the process, all the better. Now, Earth is conquered. The
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Shongairi have arrived in force, and humanity's cities lie in radioactive ruins. In mere minutes,
more than half the human race has died. Master Sergeant Stephen Buchevsky, who thought
he was being rotated home from his latest tour in Afghanistan, finds himself instead prowling
the back country of the Balkans, dodging alien patrols and trying to organize scattered
survivors without getting killed. And in the southeastern US, firearms instructor and former
Marine Dave Dvorak finds himself at the center of a growing network of resistance--putting his
extended family at lethal risk, but what else can you do? On the face of it, Buchevsky's and
Dvorak's chances look bleak, as do prospects for the rest of the surviving human race. But it
may well be that Shongairi and the Hegemony alike have underestimated the inhabitants of
that strange planet called Earth in David Weber's Out of the Dark. At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Foundation and Chaos
Lije Baley and R. Daneel Olivaw, a robot, investigate the murders of a famous robotocist, an
isolated inhabitant of Solaria, and Jander Panell, an advanced robot

Split Infinity
Isaac Asimov's renowned Foundation Trilogy pioneered many of the familiar themes of modern
science fiction and shaped many of its best writers. With the permission and blessing of the
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Asimov estate, the epic saga left unfinished by the Grand Master himself now continues with
this second masterful volume. With Hari Seldon on trial for treason, the Galactic Empire's longanticipated migration to Star's End is about to begin. But the mission's brilliant robot leader, R.
Daneel Olivaw, has discovered a potential enemy far deadlier--and closer--than he ever
imagined. One of his own kind. A freak accident erases the basic commandments in
humaniform robot Lodovik Trema's positronic brain. Now Lodovic's service to humankind is no
longer bound by destiny, but by will. To ensure his loyalty, Daneel has Lodovic secretly
reprogrammed. But can he be trusted? Now, other robots are beginning to question their
mission--and Daneel's strategy. And stirrings of rebellion, too, are infecting their human
counterparts. Among them is a young woman with awesome psychic abilities, a reluctant
leader with the power to join man and robot in a quest for common freedom.or mutual
destruction. The Foundation Saga Continues Read Gregory Benford's Foundation's Fear, the
first novel in this bold new series and Secret Foundation, the concluding volume from David
Brin.

The Complete Robot
A millennium into the future, two advancements have altered the course of human history: the
colonization of the Galaxy and the creation of the positronic brain. On the beautiful Outer World
planet of Solaria, a handful of human colonists lead a hermit-like existence, their every need
attended to by their faithful robot servants. To this strange and provocative planet comes
Detective Elijah Baley, sent from the streets of New York with his positronic partner, the robot
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R. Daneel Olivaw, to solve an incredible murder that has rocked Solaria to its foundations. The
victim had been so reclusive that he appeared to his associates only through holographic
projection. Yet someone had gotten close enough to bludgeon him to death while robots
looked on. Now Baley and Olivaw are faced with two clear impossibilities: Either the Solarian
was killed by one of his robots--unthinkable under the laws of Robotics--or he was killed by the
woman who loved him so much that she never came into his presence!

Inherit the Stars
Twelve stories by the modern master of science fiction represent the evolution of his writing
over a period of thirty-three years

The Best of Isaac Asimov
?NAL launches its new SF imprint, ROC, with a collection of 18 of Asimov's ( Foundation )
robot stories. The earliest tales here, written from 1940 to 1960, remain among the most-loved
in the field, the best being “Little Lost Robot,” about a robot who obeys an order to “get lost.”
“The Bicentennial Man” (1976) about one robot's desires and efforts to be first free, then
equal, is the quintessential robot-as-man’s-mirror story. The book concludes with brief essays
offering companionable commentary on the history of robots in fiction, the Frankenstein
complex, the origin of Asimov's famous Three Laws and the author’s own surprise at the
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emergence of robots during his lifetime. Review “This collection offers 18 stories about robots
as well as brief essays in which Asimov comments on robots in fiction, the Frankenstein
complex, his famous Three Laws and the development of actual robots. “The earliest tales
here, written from 1940 to 1960, remain among the most-loved in the field.” —Publishers
Weekly “Classic stories with new material, both fiction and fact, that puts the whole theme
together in a larger context.” —Poul Andersen About the Author Isaac Asimov authored over
400 books in a career that lasted nearly 50 years. As a leading scientific writer, historian, and
futurist, he covered a variety of subjects ranging from mathematics to humor, and won
numerous awards for his work.

The Robot Collection
Science fiction-roman.

The Robot Novels
Pebble in the Sky
Presents the history of Santa Monica's nautical-themed Pacific Ocean Park, from its opening in
1958 through its 1967 closing to the demolition of its structural remains in the mid-1970s.
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Foundation's Triumph
This third book in the series based on the picture book "Hubble Bubble, Granny Trouble"
presents three more stories of magical mayhem from the award-winning creative team of
Corderoy and Berger. Illustrations.

Robot Visions
Explore the Fascinating World of Robotics! Do you love robots? Are you fascinated with
modern advances in technology? Do you want to know how robots work? If so, you'll be
delighted with Robotics: Everything You Need to Know About Robotics from Beginner to
Expert. You'll learn the history of robotics, learn the 3 Rules, and meet the very first robots.
This book also describes the many essential hardware components of today's robots: - Analog
and Digital brains - DC, Servo, and Stepper Motors - Bump Sensors and Light Sensors - and
even Robotic Bodywork Would you like to build and program your own robot? You can use
Robotics: Everything You Need to Know About Robotics from Beginner to Expert to learn the
software basics of RoboCORE and how to create "brains" for creations like the Obstacle
Avoiding Robot. You'll also learn which materials to use to build your robot body and which
sensors you need to help your new friend perceive the world around it. This book even
explains how you can construct an Autonomous Wall Climbing Robot! Don't delay - Start
Reading Robotics: Everything You Need to Know About Robotics from Beginner to Expert right
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away! You'll be so glad you gained this exciting and powerful knowledge!

Robot Dreams
The Expanse meets Altered Carbon in this breakneck science fiction thriller where immortality
is theoretically achievable, yet identity, gender and selfhood are very much in jeopardy Carter
Langston is murdered whilst salvaging a derelict vessel--a major inconvenience as he's
downloaded into a brand-new body on the space station where he backed up, several weeks'
journey away. But events quickly slip out of control when an assassin breaks into the medbay
and tries to finish the job. Death no longer holds sway over a humanity that has spread across
the solar system: consciousness can be placed in a new body, or coil, straight after death,
giving people the potential for immortality. Yet Carter's backups--supposedly secure--have
been damaged, his crew are missing, and everything points back to the derelict that should
have been a simple salvage mission. With enemies in hot pursuit, Carter tracks down his last
crewmate--re-coiled after death into a body she cannot stand--to delve deeper into a mystery
that threatens humanity and identity as they have come to know it.

Re-Coil
A man without a memory is stranded in a city filled with robots gone wild. At his side is a
mysterious young woman who claims to know who he is but refuses to tell him. According to
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The Three Laws of Robotics, A robot may not injure a human being, which narrows the
suspects when the robots find a dead human body. The man calls himself Derec; the woman is
know as Katherine. Their real identities, along with that of the murder victim and the murderer,
are just a few of the life-and-death mysteries the unlikely pair are forced to solve to survive on
the fantastic streets of Isaac Asimov's Robot City.

Blood on the River
Called to the Spacer world to solve a case of roboticide, New York City detective Elijah Baley
teams up with humanoid robot R. Daneel Olivaw to prove that the prime suspect, a renowned
roboticist, is innocent of the crime. Reprint.

In Memory Yet Green
The Naked Sun
Inspired by Science Fiction Grand Master Isaac Asimov’s I, Robot stories. 2037: Robotic
technology has evolved into the realm of self-aware, sentient mechanical entities. But despite
the safeguards programmed into the very core of a robot’s artificial intelligence, humanity’s
most brilliant creation can still fall prey to those who believe the Three Laws of Robotics were
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made to be broken N8-C, better known as Nate, has been Manhattan Hasbro Hospital’s
resident robot for more than twenty years. A prototype, humanoid in appearance, he was
created to interact with people. While some staff accepted working alongside an
anthropomorphic robot, Nate’s very existence terrified most people, leaving the robot utilized
for menial tasks and generally ignored. Until one of the hospital’s physicians is found brutally
murdered with Nate standing over the corpse, a blood-smeared utility bar clutched in his hand.
As designer and programmer of Nate’s positronic brain, Lawrence Robertson is responsible
for his creation’s actions and arrested for the crime. Susan Calvin knows the Three Laws of
Robotics make it impossible for Nate to harm a human being. But to prove both Nate’s and
Lawrence’s innocence, she has to consider the possibility that someone somehow
manipulated the laws to commit murder

Robotics Through Science Fiction
Monster Hunter Guardian
A collection of science fiction short stories that take place in the Galaxy.
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